
Emily Cueto, Foundations Drawing 
Drawing from film: Spaceballs opening sequence 
Technique: Contour Line, extra fine sharpie 



Jack Van Tuyle, Foundations Drawing 
Drawing from film: Spaceballs opening sequence 
Technique: Contour Line, extra fine sharpie 



Ariel Sheets, Foundations Drawing 
Whole Pencil Drawing: following discussion of line, perspective and space, students have 2 hours to use an entire #2 pencil and 
eraser to create a non-representational drawing 
Techniques and terms discussed: Stacked, scale, overlapping perspective; curvilinear and rectilinear lines, hatching, stippling, 
erasure, pattern, repetition, balance 



Jack Van Tuyle, Foundation Drawing 
Whole Pencil Drawing 



Paige Dean, Foundations Drawing 
Houses in Subdivision: Based on the concept for a show in the gallery, students built their ideal house 
out of cardboard, arranged them into a cul-de-sac in the studio, and drew it. 
Technique: Graphite, cross-hatching 



KaCee Costello, Foundatons Drawing 
Houses in Subdivision 
Technique: Graphite, cross-hatching 



Erica Sandusky, Foundations Drawing 
2D/3D Still Life: Still life tableau arranged with 3D objects, flat sheets of paper and tape, and then 
illuminated with projected image. 
Technique: Reductive drawing, charcoal 



Emily Cueto, Foundations Drawing 
2D/3D Still Life 
Technique: Reductive drawing, charcoal 



Ariel Sheets, Foundations Drawing 
Final Exam Drawing: Completed outside of class, student creates drawing of his/her choice, demonstrating 
techniques practiced throughout semester, then presents work for final critique with discussion  
Technique: Charcoal on toned paper 



Kate Dombrowski, Introduction to Painting 
Complementary Color Still Life: Painting from observation, students focus on using complementary color for 
emphasis and to adjust intensity 
Techniques: Substractive synthesis, Acrylic paint, color mixing, color theory 



Katy Flint, Intoduction to Painting 
Student-built Still Life: Students bring personal objects to class; following discussion of narrative in 
painting, they arrange still life and paint it. 
Techniques: Full-palette painting, color mixing, perspective, drapery, acrylic paint 



Carly Blackmar, Life Study 
Figure study 
Tecniques: Mixing flesh tones, anatomy, proportion, acrylic paint 



Olive Smith, Color Issues and Abstraction 
Final Exam Painting: A Master’s Color Palette; student selects a painting studied in class, catalogs the 
palette, and uses it in an original painting 
Techniques: Acrylic paint, mixing color, paint application, light and luminosity, observing and matching color 



 Amber Koprin, Color Issues and Abstraction 
Final Exam Painting: A Master’s Color Palette 



Olive Smith, Color Issues and Abstraction 
Hans Hofmann Reproductions: After selecting a Hofmann painting, student paints one tonal reproduction and 
one color, then makes a third with his/her own palette 
Techniques: Color observation and matching, observing value relationships, mixing color, paint application, 
hard and soft edges 



Koreena Hemker, Color Issues and Abstraction 
Black as Color: Student gathers images and materials that are black in color, creates a collage; then makes a painting of 
the collage, observing temperature and other differences in the color black, as well as folds, shadows, textures, and other 
qualities that affect the color black 
Techniques: observing color, matching color, recognizing chroma and temperature present in neutrals 



Elizabeth Padgett, Collage to Installation 
Collage Unit: Students make 8 collages (4 large-scale, 4 postcard-scale), using materials of their 
choice. Subsequent projects use collage results to create objects, then installations. 
Technique: collage, mixing media, idea generation, working at a large scale 



Kate Dombrowski, Painting & Drawing: Integration 
BFA Thesis Work: Students works independently in class to create a body of work to exhibit for their senior 
exhibitions.  
Technique: Paint and indigo dye on rice paper 



Beverly Woodbury, Collage to Installation 
Installation Unit: Students create a collage representation of their proposed installation, build a model, photograph the 
model, and finally, build the installation 
Techniques: site-specific work, planning for installation, working large scale, working with diverse media and materials 



Gianni Chesnick, Painting & Drawing: Integration 
BFA Thesis Work: Students works independently in class to create a body of work to exhibit for their 
senior exhibitions. 
Techniques: CNC-cut paper sculptures, interactive work, installation 


